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Place value and decimal,
Multiply and divide by 
10, 100 or 1000,
Negative numbers, 
Mental & written 
addition and 
subtraction

Units of measurement & 
conversion, Perimeter and area 
of a rectangle, triangle, 
parallelogram & trapezium

Surface area 
& volume of 
a cuboid

Using letter symbols,
Simplifying expressions, 
expanding brackets,
Using a formula,
Creating a formula,
Simplification and 
division

Fraction notation,
Adding and subtracting fractions,
Fraction of a quantity,
Fractions, decimals and percentages

Plotting horizontal and vertical lines,
plotting straight-line graphs,
The equation of a straight line,
Real-life graphs

Calculating angles,
Angles and parallel 
lines,
Angles in triangles and 
quadrilaterals,
Angles in polygons,
Properties of triangle, 
quadrilaterals & 
polygons

Order of operations,
Mental methods of multiplication and division,
Written methods of multiplication and division,
Calculator methods

Types of data and averages,
The mean,
Frequency tables,
Bar charts & Pie charts,
Grouping data,
Comparing data

Reflection,
Rotation,
Translation,
Enlargement,
Symmetry

Solving equations with one 
operation,
Unknowns on both sides,
Constructing equations.

Squares and square root,
Prime factors,
Divisibility tests
LCM and HCF using prime factor

Constructing bisectors,
Constructing triangles,
Simple loci,
Scale drawings,
2D representations of 3D shape

Sequence rules,
Sequences and algebra,
Finding a rule from a sequence

Mental methods of 
multiplying and 
dividing decimals,
written methods of 
multiplying and 
dividing decimals

Direct proportion,
Dividing in a given ratio,
Percentage problems 
using ratio,
Scaling using ratio

The probability scale,
Equally likely outcomes,
Mutually exclusive 
outcomes,
Experimental 
probability,
Comparing probabilities 
Venn diagrams

Factors, multiples and primes,
LCM and HCF,
Square roots and cube roots,
Indices,
Rounding and estimation,
Trial and improvement

Metric & Imperial measure,
Area of 2D shapes,
Circumference & area of a circle

Index laws,
Factorising expressions,
Rearranging formulae,
Algebraic fractions

Fraction calculations,
Percentage change,
Recurring decimals

Angle reasoning,
Interior and exterior angles 
in polygons,
Congruent shapes

Graphs of linear functions,
Curved graphs,
Midpoints of coordinate pairs
Graphs of implicit functions,
Time series

Arithmetic with negative integers,
Powers of 10,
Mental methods with the four operations (+, -, x, ÷)

Planning a statistical investigation,
Collecting data,
Scatter diagrams and correlation,
Comparing distributions

Describing 
transformations 
mathematically,
Combined 
transformations,
Order of rotational 
symmetry,
Centre of enlargement

Solve linear equations with two or more operators,
Solve equations involving brackets,
Solve equations involving fractions,

Common loci,
Locus of a circle,
Locus of a perpendicular bisector,
Angle bisector,
Bearings,
Scale drawings & ratio

Review & practice of calculation methods
& calculator use.

nth term,
Using sequences 
to investigate 
patterns,
Geometric 
sequences,
Recursive 
sequences,

Nets of 3D shapes,
Plans & elevations,
Surface area & volume of prisms,

Simplifying ratios,
Unitary form,
Comparing proportions,
Using proportion with algebra,

Probability for 2 or more events,
Tree diagrams,
Comparing theoretical & experimental probability,
Using models to simulate experimental data


